
Introduction

The Snowy Day ESL Lesson Plan introduces students to a classic children's book by

Ezra Jack Keats, engaging them in language development through the exploration

of winter-themed vocabulary and activities. This lesson plan not only enhances

students' reading and listening skills but also fosters creativity and critical thinking.

By using "The Snowy Day" as a focal point, students can delve into descriptive

language, sequencing events, and understanding the cultural significance of the

story. This topic provides an opportunity for ESL learners to expand their language

capabilities while enjoying a beloved tale.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab Definition

Snowflakes Soft, white pieces of snow that fall from the sky

Mittens Gloves with a separate section for the thumb and another for the other fingers

Sled
(noun) A vehicle typically used on snow, having runners and used for traveling

or coasting over snow or ice.

Melting (verb) Become liquefied by warmth and cease to be frozen; thaw.

undefined undefined

ESL Warm-up Activity

To start the lesson, ask the students to imagine they are going on a snowy

adventure. Using descriptive words learned in previous lessons or introducing new

ones related to winter and snow, have them share what they would do, see, and

feel on this wintry journey. Encourage them to use their imagination and vocabulary

to paint a vivid picture of their snowy day adventure. This activity sets the tone for



the lesson and primes students for the upcoming activities centered around "The

Snowy Day."

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Activity 1: Vocabulary Building with The Snowy

Day

In this activity, provide the students with a list of winter and snow-themed

vocabulary words from "The Snowy Day." Ask them to create flashcards with the

word on one side and the definition or a drawing representing the word on the

other. Then, have them pair up and take turns quizzing each other using their

flashcards. This encourages active engagement and reinforces vocabulary

retention.

Activity 2: Listening Comprehension Through

Story Retelling

Divide the class into small groups and assign each group a different page or event

from "The Snowy Day." Instruct them to retell their assigned part of the story using

their own words, focusing on sequencing events accurately. Afterward, encourage

each group to present their retelling to the whole class. This activity promotes

listening skills, comprehension, and public speaking.

Activity 3: Roleplay - A Snowy Day Adventure

Have students work in pairs or small groups to create a short roleplay based on an

additional adventure that could happen in "The Snowy Day" story. They can use

new vocabulary words learned during this lesson while incorporating descriptive

language about snow-related activities. Encourage creativity in storytelling – they



can act out their roleplay for the class if time allows.

These activities provide opportunities for students to engage in hands-on exercises

while strengthening their comprehension skills through group discussions and pair

work.

ESL Homework Assignment

As a homework assignment, students can be tasked with creating their own snowy

day adventure story. Encourage them to use the vocabulary and descriptive

language learned in class to illustrate a winter-themed journey. Additionally, they

can include drawings or illustrations to complement their story. This assignment

reinforces the lesson content by allowing students to apply what they've learned in

a creative and imaginative way, further solidifying their understanding of the

vocabulary and themes from "The Snowy Day."

Conclusion

Summary

Throughout this lesson, students explored winter and snow-themed vocabulary

through "The Snowy Day" by Ezra Jack Keats. They engaged in various activities

that reinforced their language skills, including vocabulary building, listening

comprehension, and creative storytelling.

Reflection

As you reflect on this lesson, consider how the new vocabulary and descriptive

language can be applied to your own storytelling and writing. Think about how

these language skills can enhance your ability to vividly describe experiences and

events in English. By engaging with "The Snowy Day," you've not only expanded



your vocabulary but also developed a deeper understanding of expressing yourself

in English.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

Enhancing Language Skills

"The Snowy Day" serves as a fantastic topic for ESL learning as it immerses

students in winter-related vocabulary and descriptive language, allowing them to

enhance their language skills in a fun and engaging manner. This beloved children's

book provides an excellent opportunity for students to expand their vocabulary and

learn to express themselves using descriptive adjectives.

Cultural Relevance

Moreover, "The Snowy Day" introduces students to cultural aspects related to

winter activities, fostering understanding of different traditions and experiences.

This enriches the ESL learning experience by offering insights into diverse cultural

practices while improving language proficiency.

Storytelling and Imagination

Additionally, the story of "The Snowy Day" encourages imaginative thinking and

storytelling, providing an avenue for students to apply learned vocabulary in

constructing creative narratives. By delving into Peter's snowy adventure, students

develop their narrative skills while strengthening their language abilities.

Overall Engagement



Lastly, the topic's relatability and universal theme of wintertime adventures capture

the interest of learners, making it an ideal subject for ESL lessons that prioritize

engagement and enjoyment alongside educational value.


